"Terms and Conditions of this Newsletter.
The views expressed on this Newsletter are those of each Author and not necessarily those of the Rolls-Royce Club of Australia.
The information contained in this material is only for information purposes. The material does not constitute advice and you should not rely on any
material in this web site to make (or refrain from making) any decision or take (or refrain from taking) any action.
We do not make any warranty or representation as to the accuracy or fitness for purpose of any material in this Newsletter.
In no event do we accept liability of any description, including liability for negligence, for any damages or losses (including, without limitation, loss of
business, revenue, profits, or consequential loss) whatsoever resulting from use of or inability to use this Newsletter.
The information contained in this Newsletter may contain technical inaccuracies and typographical errors. The information contains material submitted
and created by third parties. We exclude all liability for any illegality arising from or error, omission or inaccuracy in such material" The purpose of these
self-help gatherings is to gain a better understanding and a working knowledge of the vehicles in our charge. It does not nor is it intended to imply that
the work carried out on these vehicles will replace the expert knowledge of those that specialise in this field. Each owner is strongly encouraged to keep
his or her motorcar maintained by a qualified professional unless they have a thorough working knowledge of the vehicle themselves.

This issue is the hardest one I’ve had to write, simply
because the Seminar covered such a lot of ground and no amount of
detail that I add here will do it justice.
Charles LeMesurier hails from Albury in New South Wales
and runs his business on the Victorian side of the state border in
Wodonga. His business, Motoreco was founded by him over thirty
years ago when he realised there was a desperate need for his
services as Albury-Wodonga is the half-way point between
Melbourne and Sydney for the interstate juggernauts. With the
massive mileage that these trucks cover, major engine rebuilding is
par for the course.
Charles doesn’t restrict himself to truck engines though; he
rebuilds all engines from general automotive to marine and aircraft
engines as well. He has also rebuilt the occasional Rolls-Royce
engine or two for PMC owners in his region.
Charles’s experience with engine rebuilding led him to seek
the main causes of catastrophic engine failures and in many cases,
found that simple procedures and checks by owners could have
made these failures avoidable.
The two main factors of engine wear can be traced back to the cooling and lubrication systems; in many cases
Charles had found that many owners simply forgot to regularly change both and it is vital to realise that coolant and oil
does degrade, even (probably especially), if the vehicle is only used occasionally.
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:
Start of proceedings. Robert Wort hands the introductions over to Rob Harris (Green Jumper). Standing in the background is Greg
Smith (Who restores Bugattis), Charles is wearing the large name badge on his black jumper. Improper coolant use and regular
changing has resulted major corrosion in the remains of this dissected cylinder head. The pitting reached right through into the
valve port.
While it’s not a substitute for regular coolant changes, these test strips are a handy way to quickly check the condition of your
coolant.

The main misconception about engine cooling is that the cooling system is the only area that keeps your engine
from overheating. In actual fact, it is your engine oil that performs most of the cooling in your engine; the cooling system
maintains constant operating temperature by carrying away excess heat through the radiator and is constantly monitored
by the thermostat. The oil in the engine carries away the excess heat from the upper cylinder region, which of course, is
the main source of high temperatures in an engine. Dirty, unfiltered oil quickly loses this ability and this is one of the main
causes of excessive engine wear but we will look into this a little later.
There are many coolants on the shelves for sale these days and the variety is virtually endless and confusing. Each
product claims that it will reduce or eliminate engine corrosion and maintain effective cooling. The trap here is that many of
these products will actually react with alloy engines and increase the incidence of corrosion.
Vehicle manufacturers have carefully examined the best products suited to their particular engines to avoid
warranty claims so it is vital that you use the recommended coolants as advised by your vehicle’s manufacturer.
Coolant doesn’t last forever; in fact its anti-corrosive qualities are relatively short-lived. Worse still, coolant will turn
into a very corrosive formula once it has passed its use by date (as evidenced in the photo above) and it’s a good practice
to flush your cooling system and recharge it with new coolant annually and certainly don’t have it in your system for more
than two years.
A simple and inexpensive test that can be carried out on the effectiveness of the anti-corrosive qualities of your
coolant is to carry out a PH test (Castrol sells Coolant Test Strips for this purpose) in between flushes. It is important to
realise that this doesn’t mean that if the PH levels still show a good reading after two years, that you don’t need to change
the coolant; there are other factors involved in degradation and it is simply used as a quick guide.
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How many of you run your engine without a thermostat?
This is a recipe for a disaster. One of the excuses for removing the thermostat is that the engine constantly
overheats when it’s fitted. The thermostat is not to blame for this, your cooling system is blocked and it urgently requires a
good flushing. It may even require a cylinder head removal to thoroughly clean the block which means that your engine is
well on the way to self destruction. This operation may seem expensive but it’s a helluva lot cheaper than a new engine
when it does finally give up the ghost.
Without a thermostat, your engine cannot maintain its proper operating temperature and a cold running engine is a
rapidly wearing one.
Charles gave the assembly an in-depth overview of the enormous amount of damage done by owners to their
engines simply by neglecting to do the basics.
Another basic is regular oil and filter changes.
As mentioned earlier, it is particularly important to change your oil regularly, even (especially) if your motorcar only covers
low annual mileages. Oil does degrade and loses its lubricity; low mileage cars should have their oils changed every six
months and it is also recommended that you change the oil filter at every oil change.
Charles has got into the practice of opening up his old oil filters to inspect them for accumulated metal filings as it
may give some early warning of impending troubles. Some may baulk at the cost of oil filter cartridges on the earlier cars
but believe me, it’s very cheap insurance as compared to a ruined engine.
We had the pleasure of another speaker on the day as well; Greg Smith. Greg restores Bugattis (No, not the
Veyrons, but the real ones) and he brought in some tantalising tidbits for all of us to admire. Greg also took command of
the PowerPoint display for Charles as he explained the why and wherefores of engine care.
Greg showed us the crankcase assembly of a Pre-War racing Bugatti and one couldn’t help but admire the work of
Ettore’ with the main bearings being an assemblage of roller bearings to cater to engine speeds of up to 7,000 rpm. The
crankshaft alone will set one back over $30,000 so one can just imagine how much the whole car is worth.

A FEW DIFFERENT VIEWS OF THE BUGATTI CRANKSHAFT ASSEMBLY.
Note The Roller Bearings For The Main Bearing Assembly. This Engine Regularly Exceeds 7,000 Rpm. Remember, This Is From A PreWar Car. The Blue Glow Is From The Lighting, So The Engine’s Not Made Form High Grade Uranium, Even If The Crankshaft Is Worth
Over 30 Grand.
The Bottom Right Photo Depicts Greg Smith Explaining The Operation Of The Bugatti Engine.
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PHOTOS ON THE PRECEDING PAGE.
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:
1. Charles Brought Along Many Working Models. In This Case He Demonstrates The Principles Of The Compression-Ignition Engine (Diesel) And
Explained The Fundamental Differences And Similarities With The Petrol Engine. 2. Charles Explains The Different Techniques Used To Manufacture
Pistons And Combinations Of Materials Used. 3. He Went On To Demonstrate The Importance Of Regular Engine Maintenance And Shows His Audience
The Eventual Outcome Of Neglect. 4. A Close-Up View Of A Hairline Crack In A Crankshaft. 5. Noel Uses A Loupe (Jeweller’s Eyeglass) To Examine A
Crack That Would Not Be Normally Evident To The Human Eye. Charles Used This As An Example But He Has Special Crack Testing Equipment That Is
Far More Sensitive. 6. Charles Shows Us A Manual That Details The Procedures On Bearing Manufacture. 7. Rob Harris Explains To Lionel (Looking
Through The Loupe), Why This Crankshaft Is No Longer Serviceable. 8. Engine Parts Were Used Extensively To Demonstrate The Outcome Of Poor
Maintenance.

One of the many worries of earlier car Owners is what is the effect on modern fuels on our engines now that lead
has been removed?
Charles handed out many leaflets to our Attendees during the Seminar and there were too many to reproduce here.
There was an informative article that happened to have a website address that was printed at the bottom of the
page, so I will reproduce it below.
AUSTRALIAN UNLEADED OCTANE RATINGS EXPLAINED
In Australia the following unleaded fuels are on offer.
Unleaded Fuel Types

Octane Rating

Unleaded ULP(also known as Regular Unleaded)

91 Octane

Premium Unleaded PULP(Caltex Premium Unleaded is called
Vortex Gold or Ampol Gold)

95 Octane

Higher Octane Premium Unleaded Fuel BP Higher Octane Fuel
called BP Ultimate Shell Higher Octane Fuel called Shell Optimax
Mobil Higher Octane Fuel called Synergy 8000

98 Octane

Which unleaded octane rating should be used?
It is recommended that motorists use fuel with at least the octane rating suggested by the vehicle manufacturers.
When discussing this matter with oil company representatives, they said that there is no harm in using a fuel with
a higher than recommended octane rating. Conversely, there is no guaranteed benefit either. There may however be a
loss of vehicle performance if a lower than recommended octane fuel is used. Many imported and performance cars are
designed to use higher octane fuels. Some of these cars can use lower octane fuel, but may suffer consequent loss in
performance. Others have engine management systems that can detect the octane of fuel and adjust the engine timing to
suit that octane.
What are the benefits of using higher octane fuel?
According to fuel companies, some of the benefits of using higher octane fuels can be:Improved engine responsiveness
Better fuel economy
Greater fuel efficiency
Cleaner engine
Better driveability
Lower emissions and therefore a cleaner environment
NOTE: Higher octane fuels contain cleaning agents that are said to assist the removal of carbon deposits in a car’s
engine and protect it against corrosion, allowing the engine to function better.
The differing price of unleaded fuels
Each type of unleaded fuel is differently priced.
The price of these fuels may influence motorists on which octane rating of unleaded fuel is purchased. For your
interest we have compared the market averages of ULP and PULP prices in each capital over the past week in the following
table.
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Fuel Type

ULP

PULP

ULP

PULP

ULP

PULP

ULP

PULP

ULP

PULP

City

Adelaide

Adelaide

Brisbane

Brisbane

Melbourne

Melbourne

Perth

Perth

Sydney

Sydney

27-Oct-03

90.5

96.9

80.6

87.1

84.6

91.1

89.0

94.1

87.4

93.4

28-Oct-03

89.0

95.7

78.2

84.7

83.0

89.6

87.3

92.3

86.7

92.6

29-Oct-03

87.5

94.5

77.3

83.8

83.2

89.9

89.2

95.2

92.6

96.7

30-Oct-03

86.3

93.6

78.5

84.8

85.9

92.8

92.2

97.0

93.4

100.1

31-Oct-03

87.1

93.5

82.8

88.6

90.7

90.7

92.6

97.8

91.1

97.9

01-Nov-03

93.1

96.6

85.2

91.1

88.8

96.0

90.9

96.1

89.3

96.1

01-Nov-03

91.9

97.8

83.0

90.0

87.1

94.3

89.8

95.0

88.2

95.0

Higher octane fuels and pre-1986 LRP vehicles
Many older cars from the 1970’s and 1980’s that required leaded fuel were actually designed for a 98-100 octane
fuel. As these cars are now legally required to use lead replacement fuel (LRP) which has a lower octane rating than leaded
fuel, these cars could benefit from higher octane fuel.
So which octane fuel should you use?
Ultimately it’s a matter of personal choice as only individual motorists can decide which octane of fuel they should
use. It will essentially depend on the manufacturers specifications for each car and the consideration of overall benefit
versus fuel price.
RON, MON or PON?
Or how do you grade petrol?
Many European/US conversations claim that one petrol is better than another or higher rated. This may not be the
case as different rating systems are used in different countries and so not all numbers mean the same thing. You must be
careful to also quote the measurement system used to see why there are different numbers let us take a trip back in time
to World War I. Aviators had a problem, many engines would suddenly self destruct through detonation, which is bad news
when you're up in the air. An engine might run fine on one batch of fuel but blow holes in the pistons on the next batch.
The fuels seemed the same, weighed the same and may have even come from the same factory.
The fuel companies tried to analysis and standardise the petrol, but were unable to weed out the bad batches.
Therefore a standard test engine with a variable compression facility was built and the fuel to be tested run through it. This
heavy duty, single cylinder engine would be warmed to a standard temperature and at a set rpm the compression increased
until engine knock occurred.
This would give its Highest Usable Compression Ratio (HUCR). But with time it was discovered that different labs
gave different results. So in an attempt to produce an unvarying standard, two reference fuels were chosen. The high
reference was 2-2-4 trimethylpentane (iso-octane), while the low reference was normal heptane (n-heptane). Once the
HUCR was determined a mix of these to fuels was made up that exactly produced the same results as the HUCR test. The
result is quoted as the percentage of iso-octane. Hence petrol that detonated the same as a mix of 90% iso-octane and
10% n-heptane is called a 90 octane fuel.
Since that time a number of tests have come into being to simulate a variety of engine conditions. Motor Spirit is
usually rated using the Research or Motor test methods. Both use the same old engine but under different conditions.
Motor Octane Test (MON)

Research Octane Test (RON)

Inlet air temperature

148.9 C

65.6 C

Engine jacket temp

100 C

100 C

Engine RPM

900

600

As you can see the Motor Octane Test employs a higher temperature and RPM and hence is probably a better
indicator for today's engines. Of course the Research octane test gives a higher number and that's why the European
manufacturers quote it (RON).
The spread between the two numbers is know as the fuels sensitivity, and it is very important. Because of the variety
of engines it is possible for a petrol manufacturer to come up with a fuel that has a high RON, but a lower than expected
MON.
Hence although it looks normal on the pump it may perform badly. However on another day the same company may
make its fuel out of a different blend to get the same RON but a different MON. This is done for profit reasons and is why
you occasionally get bad fuel even though it is legally rated the same. In the past with high leaded fuels nobody noticed but
nowadays high performance cars do notice (The Molemobile has just had a particularly bad batch from Total, and has been
pinking all week)
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In America the service stations use the Pump Octane Number or PON rather than RON. this is the average of RON
and MON and gives a much better grade, and is also why the American gas always seems not as good as our when in fact
it is the same (and has better quality control). But even this system can be abused by adding octane boosters to poor fuel.
Below is an approximate comparison chart, these numbers can vary by as much as 2 grades.
RON

MON

PON

90

83

86.6

92

85

88.5

95

87

91

96

88

92

98

90

94

100

91.5

95.8

105

95

100

110

99

104.5

So now you know far more you wanted to about RON, MON and PON. Knowing this you might begin to wonder why
certain garages are always cheaper than others, and experiment with different fuels.
As I mentioned earlier in the piece, the Seminar was all encompassing and to give you an idea just how much; it
started at about 10.30 in the morning and finished at about 5.00 in the afternoon.
With the huge amount of information that Charles LeMesurier and Greg Smith shared with us, it would be
impossible to do it justice on these pages, but I received many telephone calls from Members when I finally got home,
raving on about what a brilliant day it was (And I cannot help but agree with them).
My only regret is that those who read this issue of Crewe’d Jottings who were not able to attend, really missed out
on something special and it is my sincere hope that we can do something similar in the not-too-distant future.
My very special thanks must go to Charles LeMesurier for travelling all those hundreds of kilometres to head up the
Seminar and for all the immense amount of preparation he put into it. To Greg Smith for assisting Charles with the
PowerPoint display and Co-Hosting the Event with his own immense knowledge of restoration and rebuilding. To Rob Harris
for providing his premises (yet again) and most importantly, arranging the presence of Charles and Greg in the first place.
No matter how interesting and informative the day was, we couldn’t have survived it without food in our bellies.
I must make a special mention of thanks to Margie Dean for and absolutely fabulous gourmet lunch. In fact, she
spoiled us so much, our primitive sausage sizzles will always be wanting in the future. Margie was ably assisted by her
husband (and our Branch President) Tim Dean, who fired up the BBQ and prepared all the roasted meats. He also provided
us with his laptop, projector and screen for the PowerPoint display. Thank you very much Tim.
Thanks also to Graham Thorpe for providing me with the better quality photos (mine were the fuzzy ones from my
phone camera).
As we are on the subject of engines, I was very fortunate to be able to reproduce this excellent article below by
Norman Geeson. It takes up quite a few pages and I was considering the prospect of serialising it but if I did that, it could
easily take it out of its context, so here it is in its entirety.
The following article has been reproduced with the express permission of Norman Geeson from the Technical
Section of www.kda132.com . This is a truly excellent website which covers early post-war cars from The Silver
Dawn/MK VI series of cars up to the Silver Cloud/S Series of cars and is well worth a visit.
I would like to express my sincere appreciation to both Ashley James and Norman Geeson for allowing Crewe’d
Jottings to reproduce this article.
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CRANKSHAFT DAMPERS, SPRING DRIVES AND CAMSHAFTS…..
PART 1THE “BENCH” TYPE CRANKSHAFT DAMPER AND SPRING DRIVE
N.W GEESON (copyright 2008) ver. 5
Backdrop to these articles
This is the first of three articles discussing some unpublished practical aspects of the bench type post war six
cylinder crankshaft damper and camshafts. It was to have been the second in the sequence but requests from owners of
these six cylinders to print some practical details at an early stage have prompted a re-think. Following articles will relate in
particular the history of these crankshaft dampers during the period 1953 to 1958, nearly all of which has never been seen
in print. To round the situation off an article will cover all the details of the different camshafts including valve timing and
some oil tests.
Basic Background of the Damper and Spring Drive

Read any publication on technical aspects of Rolls- Royce or Bentley cars and you are almost bound to be
overwhelmed by details of the slipper drive or crankshaft damper see Fig 1. About 100 years have now passed since Henry
Royce realised the need for some sort of crankshaft damper. Considering that the final fitting of any device should naturally
encompass all the latest modifications it is almost unbelievable that authors seem to be oblivious to the company data
between 1953 and 1959. No detailed mention is made anywhere of the slotted Ferodo dampers fitted to the last of the R
type engines, and initially scheduled for the 4.9 ltr Silver Cloud engines.
Why is this period 1953 and 1959 so important? Because when the components of the last “Bench” damper type
are considered nearly every single modification to a part was completed in this period. It should go without saying that if
one is not aware of the modifications and especially the reasons for the alterations, just how can a successful damper be
rebuilt? More to the point, how can a substitute friction material be suggested to replace the now defunct cotton duck. A
study of this period archive data shows that the company engineers were to learn for the first time what happened inside a
damper compared with what is believed to happen. This makes the information important and a large slice of previous data
worthless. Fortunately I have been able to locate the correspondence and all the drawings relating to this period in the
history of the damper including the Ferodo dampers. The bulk of this data will appear in a following script.
Over the years an unusual R-R damper was designed and developed, and the last of this type that is the subject of
this article, was fitted to the final six cylinder engines in 1959. The damper is unusual in that it is untuned and will handle
crankshaft vibrations across the entire engine rpm range, whilst even current types are limited to narrow engine revolution
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bands. Furthermore the composite unit comprises a spring drive to cushion and maintain constant tooth loading between
the camshaft and crankshaft timing gears. The damper friction components also provide damping to eliminate spring surge
and over travel in the spring drive.
Often one is asked; why not fit a rubber bonded damper. Often the trade name Metalastik is quoted. These
dampers are tuned for one speed range only, and there is a construction difference between rubber bonded and rubber
dampers. The company used their own rubber damper on B80 / B81 commercial engines limited to 3750 rpm, and all
Phantom IV engines, up to at least 1960. The type was not a bonded rubber design but a dry friction damper utilising
Ferodo VM20 material in twin 5.312 inch O.D. discs mounted on rubber bobbins. This material is not to be confused with
the later Ferodo VM 41 material used on the late R type dampers. Rubber dampers would not have provided all the
requirements for the engine speed range of these long stroke car engines. ”Metalastik" dampers were tested between
February 1958 and April 1960 as a cheaper cost option only to the R-R commercial damper. At the time they gave equal,
but no better results than the R-R rubber mounted damper, which itself gave scattered results.
Sometimes doubt is cast as to whether the damper vibration periods can be felt by the driver, the answer is most
certainly, yes. A particularly good example occurred at Crewe, which gives credence to this point. In this case crankshaft
periods in some reconditioned eight cylinder engines were detected immediately by drivers who had no engineering
experience. A number of B80 engines had been reconditioned during which the crankshaft damper type was modified,
during this modification the retaining bolts for the rubber blocks should have been changed. However due to an error the
old longer bolts were refitted and this had the effect of locking the dampers solid and the engines placed in stock. When
the engines were fitted to vehicles the vibrations were immediately picked up. These vibrations could be and were
duplicated on the company test beds. Nobody explained how the engines passed test in the first instance!
As the main objective of this current article is to illustrate certain points regarding the rebuilding of the damper the
historical comments are limited and some of the procedures may appear to be radical to the reader without the full
historical background. However the methods are based generally upon archive research. They are also the result of
experimenting with different engine, engine damper and chassis combinations, which may have an adverse effect on a
normally sweet running car or cause combustion roughness. These include using a 1953 R type Automatic chassis B87 UL
fitted with engine dampers utilising three different friction washers, carburettors fitted with needles SN, SP, SH, TA, TJ, TV
and TW, ignition timing of TDC, 2 BTDC, 4 BTDC and 6 BTDC, valve timing normal and advanced, compression ratios of
6.75:1 and 7.25:1, and using a combination of axle ratios of 3.72:1, 3.42:1, 3.08:1 and 2.92:1. Five and six blade cooling
fans and normal and high-speed fan pulleys were also tried, as the drive originates from the damper hub.
Enthusiasts who wish to learn of the early history of the R-R crankshaft damper should read Tom Clarke's book,
which is published by the Rolls-Royce Heritage Trust, entitled 'Royce and the Vibration Damper'. This book, besides
covering the history of the damper superbly, also contains a very extensive and interesting appendix on the theoretical
workings of a damper, by Ken Lea, formerly Director and Chief Engineer (Power Train) at Rolls- Royce Motors. He makes a
very true and interesting comment on page 116. He say's “Let me be very clear that if the 3rd order frequency approaches
natural frequency (of the crankshaft), there is no damper in this world that will cope with the resulting transient energy
inputs”. As we shall see this true statement has some influence on the steps taken to rebuild our damper.
Why fit a Damper?
The fired gas pressure impulses cause the crankshaft alternatively to wind up and then unwind to a very fine
extent. Although the movement may be fine it is happening many times per minute. The longer and thinner the shaft, the
worse becomes the problem. Adding balance weights and long piston strokes with little overlap of main bearings and
journals, and high engine RPM aggravates the issue. In these circumstances the critical 3rd order frequency on a six
cylinder inline engine in particular, will usually occur very close to, or within, the maximum attainable engine speed. In
short the natural frequency of the crankshaft becomes low enough to equal the firing impulses at a particular engine speed.
Assuming a clean working damper, the archive shows that the 3rd order natural crankshaft frequency is 15410
cycles per minute, equivalent to 5136 engine rpm. On the other hand a solid sludged damper can reduce this 3rd order
frequency to 11460 cycles or 3820 rpm. These calculations were later proven on test rigs with both new and sludged
dampers. It was further confirmed that these calculations placed the node or reaction point on the crankshaft between the
centre of no 6 cylinder and the flywheel. A damper is used to counter the effects of the vibrations and I have already made
mention of Ken Lea's comment that no damper will handle 3rd order frequency and that engine limit is unlikely to be
reached by the normal driver. In fact in the case of the early post war 4.25 ltr Bentley MkVI engine extremely unlikely,
unless the damper is unserviceable, as the maximum practical engine limit is around 4000 rpm. However overrunning
conditions with a closed throttle from high engine speeds do bring dangers.
The average driver will however experience the next worst vibration period at 2500 rpm or half the engine critical
speed, whilst not breaking the crankshaft this vibration can and does cause other damage. In practice it is pointless trying
to protect against 3rd order frequency but the damper needs to be capable of handling the half engine period and other
minor disturbances. This article aims towards providing some damper protection during these phases, which are
experienced in the normal driving range. Although I do not like presumptions, one must presume that the normal torsional
forces at play at the half crank period of 2500 rpm are also affected in a similar fashion by a sludged damper, and the
critical RPM band is altered accordingly.
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More often than not enthusiasts tend to brush off the importance of the damper, little realising the implications in
terms of damage. So the few lines below are intended to bring those implications to the forefront and explain what damage
can be expected. Running an engine in the half period condition without effective damping will hammer the timing gears
and spring drive. The result will be broken springs both in the spring drive and those controlling the pressure plate. In quick
time the timing gears will be damaged and gear rattle will be heard. This can be prevented. Damage that is expected to
occur if the engine reaches 3rd order frequency (5000 rpm), is substantial. It is best described by listing the damage on an
engine after a company attempt to deliberately break a crankshaft on a 4.25 ltr engine. This crankshaft test was contained
in the EER 1027 report of 4th April 1955, a long time after this engine had ceased to be fitted to car chassis.
The 4.25 ltr crankshaft was fitted into a 4.5 ltr block with the main bearing caps to accept the earlier thin end web
shaft. The engine was run up to high speed for one minute in periods of 19, 12 and 29 seconds. Each period being caused
by some hiccup such as a plug lead coming adrift, and not scientifically determined, and of course with gas load reversals!
During the examination, after the test, it was found that six sump setscrews had dropped out, all the others were
loose, the S.U dashpot screws were loose and all the flywheel nuts, except for four, were loose. The real failures were much
more serious. A crack had opened up 180° around the centre of No 6 crankpin and there were cracks in the radii of No 5
and No 6 crankpins. The piston on No 6 had struck the cylinder head when the B/E on that cylinder had failed, due to the
cracked journal, and in the course of the failure the connecting rod had bent. Extreme fretting had occurred, on the feet
joints of No 4, 5, 6 and 7 main bearing caps and between the flywheel and crankshaft flange. In the latter case local
welding had occurred between the face joint. Heavy stop damage was present on the crankshaft damper spring drive dogs
and the joint on the rear cotton duck washer had started to fail. The taper on the crankshaft forward end had also fretted
heavily on the damper drive taper. Further investigation showed that all the main bearing shells had wiped their lead plating
and a ring of metal had broken off the timing case adjacent to the acme thread.
Most owners would not be overjoyed with the bill, the moral is keep the RPM down and make sure the damper is
working. The torsional stresses existing in the node section of the crankshaft might be very illuminating to the owner
enthusiast and just may serve as a warning to those who insist on taking these engines through and beyond the normal
working rpm band. Notice how steeply the torsional stresses rise just between 4000 rpm and 4500 rpm in the results shown
below.

Journal
Speed 4000 rpm, stress 2580 lbs sq in.
Speed 4500 rpm, stress 8180 lbs sq in.
Crankpin
Speed 4000 rpm, stress 6340 lbs sq in.
Speed 4500 rpm, stress 20400 lbs sq in.
If you are still not convinced of the possibilities and insist on being a motor
mover and not a driver examine the following few failure illustrations.
Fig 2. Fretting of the spider faces on the crankshaft gear after damper
failure.
Fig 3. Friction drum fretting on the crankshaft nose, neither the crankshaft
nor drive springs are much good afterwards.
Fig 4. It takes but a few seconds to do this and destroy the main bearing
caps!
Fig 5. The ultimate, crankshaft failure, just before parting company with
the flywheel.
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Operation of the Crankshaft Damper and Radial Spring Drive
Refer to Fig 1 and note that only the RE 6714 friction drum is fixed to the crankshaft, every other component is
part of a floating inertia mass or flywheel. This 'Flywheel' is made up of many components including the crankshaft pinion,
pressure plate, front hub, pulley, starter dog, front wheel and rear drum, all driven through the friction of the EW 935
cotton duck washers. (These particular cotton duck washers have not been available for some time and will be called
Friction Washers for simplicity).As the crankshaft twists, the flywheel part of the damper attempts to follow the twist of the
crankshaft nose. The flywheel mass then applies an inertia effect that damps the amplitude of the crankshaft twist as
movement is reversed. The resulting very fine but rapid movement allows the energy to be dissipated in the form of heat
through friction between the friction washers and their mating metal surfaces.
A spring loaded flexible pressure plate applies the load to cramp the friction washers between the pressure plate
face, the friction drum and the rear drum, thus connecting the flywheel mass to the crankshaft. The total damper
movement is limited by the radial limits of the spring driven crankshaft gear, the periodic oscillations of the crankshaft are
minute and only in the worst instance would these spring drive stops come into play. The radial spring drive itself also
benefits from the friction damping stopping spring rebound and oscillations.
This spring drive is made up of inner and outer springs positioned radially between the four lobe spider extension of
the crankshaft gear and the four internal webs of the crankshaft fixed friction drum. This arrangement allows the crankshaft
pinion to be driven through a flexible drive and retains a constant tooth load between the timing gears, irrespective of load
variations or reversals.

The Main Crankshaft Damper Parts
Front Hub
The front damper hub RE 4032 contains one of the bushes that allow the damper assembly to float on the
crankshaft nose. The alignment and mounting of the hub together with the crankshaft pinion that contains the other
mounting bush is critical to the operation of the damper, spring drive and timing gears. When the bush in this hub or that in
the crankshaft gear is renewed it is imperative that the two parts be bolted together in their normal running position before
the bushes are bored to size. Absolute concentricity of the bushes and crankshaft nose bearing area (shown at A and B in
Fig 6), is vital.
Serrated retaining nut
A right handed serrated nut EB 3227 retains the whole assembly onto the crankshaft. It is quite important that this
nut is tightened by a wrench made for the purpose, after the special EB 3226 washer and lock tab have been fitted. To
those who may be inclined to just punch the nut around to tighten it, I suggest that they should read once again the
previous sections outlining the potential damage and forces involved. I have personally seen the results of one of these
dampers actually detaching itself from the crankshaft, due to some misguided individual who believed the nut could be
punched up tight enough. The damper physically cuts itself right through and out of the front timing case before the engine
comes to rest. If you punched up one of these nuts don't think you are safe because it has not happened yet…………. these
dampers react to crankshaft torsionals.
When the serrated nut is tightened a hardwood block will require inserting between the very foremost crankshaft
web and the inside of the block, making sure that the block does not contact the No 1 connecting rod cap. Locking the
flywheel or blocking the rear portion of the crankshaft to prevent rotation needs avoiding at all costs. This blocking
sequence and warning also applies when the front pulley nut is tightened.
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Front Wheel
The RE 4030 front wheel provides a large proportion of the weight mass and houses the pressure springs which
control the pressure plate. The spring recesses also act to hold and locate any spacer washers which may be needed to
increase the total pressure plate loading, but without the springs being choc-a -bloc. Radial Drive Springs

Eight inner springs E 57758 are located inside eight outer springs E 58239, the combined springs are fitted between
the crankshaft gear lobes and the webs of the friction drum. The inner springs are loaded to 10 lbs (+/- 6 oz) when
compressed to 0.525 inch, they are specified to be left hand wound. The inner spring E57758 shown in Fig 8 as incorrect is
detailed on the part drawing with the opposite handed coiling. This would make this spring incorrect but some older
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dampers that have been stripped do have inner springs with handed coils as shown in Fig 8. The correct situation with this
spring remains unclear, but it is available in the market place wound both left and right handed.
The outer springs when compressed to 0.525 inch are loaded to a minimum of 55 lbs and a maximum of 61 lbs.
The maximum tolerance is preferable when late type camshafts are fitted. It is essential that these springs must be
opposed matched and fitted in order that the damper runs centralised. The outer springs are drawn as left hand wound and
although archive drawings are not specific it is believed that all inner and outer R-R genuine springs are now left hand
wound from 2003. These springs are shown in Fig 7 and Fig 8.A method is shown in Fig 9 of achieving mirror or opposed
matching of these springs for load at a given length. The radial drive springs of the same strength need marking and
eventually placing in opposing locations in the radial drive, this is extremely important in order to attain timing gear silence,
spring balance and accurate running timing. In the example shown in Fig 9 the opposing spring was 0.90 inch different in
length when this spring was compressed to 0.525 inch, a very good example of why the springs must be matched for load
against length.
Pressure Plate Springs

The six RE 3943 pressure springs apply the load to the friction surfaces, being interposed between the front wheel
and pressure plate. The interesting point about all these damper springs, including the radial drive, is that the drawings
show them all as being left hand wound. These springs must be matched before fitting, by positioning them in a vice, in
pairs, back to back. When one spring has been depressed 0.825 inch the other spring should match. With some judicial
swapping around matched springs can be selected that will be positioned oppose each other in the final assembly. This
spring matching is vital if the pressure plate is not to act like a swash plate in service, and the applied load is even across
the friction washer facings. Each spring is rated at 53.5 lbs when in the fitted position compressed to 0.825 inch. The load
tolerance, which gives us a problem, is +/- 3.375 lbs. A quick calculation shows that the total variation is very wide and the
highest limit is really required. Free length is approximately 1.275 inch. The handing of these springs as drawn is shown in
Fig 8 and Fig 10.
Pressure Plate
The RE 3942A pressure plate is secured between the front wheel and rear drum faces and when in this position the
friction face must be exactly parallel to the outer joint. It is worthwhile bolting the pressure plate temporary to the rear
drum and then checking the friction faces for being parallel by gauging. The outer section of this plate forms a number of
fingers to allow the plate to flex when positioned under the influence of the pressure springs. The friction plate section must
be a minimum of 0.150 inch thick after any re-machining operations.
It is not generally known that this pressure plate actually lifts off the friction surfaces under certain conditions. This
situation was proven during company tests when axial stops were fitted into the damper front drums. The small working
gap was found to take up during engine operation and the stops received heavy end wise blows, proving axial movement
was taking place. Such a situation demands that the pressure plate load and hence friction slip load need to be increased,
one reason for setting the slip poundage higher than usual. A good pressure plate is a major key in this damper operation.
The fingers of the spring disk take full damper torque load and are subject to some axial movement; as a consequence
fatigue results and the fingers weaken and break away. A strict examination of the fingers and pressure plate surface is
necessary and they must both be in first class order. It is important that the pressure plate is trapped by clamping and not
drawn up on its six bolt fixing when the damper is assembled.
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Friction Washers

The original cotton duck friction washers, part number EW 935, were supplied by British Belting and Asbestos
Limited of Cleckheaton in Yorkshire, better known under the trade name of Mintex. The cotton duck washers had certain
shortcomings, most notably the ability to stick to the faces of the damper drums, although this was not the only failing of
the damper design. A rot proofing process was carried out on these washers and they finally finished up with a 6.650 (-50)
inch O.D and 4.050 (-50) inch I.D.
Fig 11 shows a set of typical worn out washers after they have been extracted from a damper. Note the square
shape of these old washers. This material was in itself never adequate and always stuck on at least two friction faces, and
the company never stopped pursuing an alternative. It is not generally realised but later cotton duck washers were bonded
across the scarf joint to strengthen the joint, which came apart when under load.
At the end of the R type, Silver Dawn production Ferodo Washers similar to clutch lining material was used together
with slotted damper wheels. These appear to have been successful in service and the writer has researched all the
drawings and trials with these dampers. When this scheme was tested, so successful were the initial results that production
drawings were produced for the earlier pre-war 'Wraith' to be used on early post war engines.
Incredibly at no time during any post war test bed testing of dampers was anything but absolutely clean oil used,
not exactly the lubrication exposure dampers in cars were experiencing…..no wonder car and test bed trials did not agree.
One reason perhaps why Ferodo material was not standardised although similar contrary results were recorded with cotton
duck.

After the special machinery was scrapped at British Belting the friction washers for replacement parts problems
supplies were made f
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from the original cotton duck washers and was not successful particularly since they were fitted with the original cotton
duck poundage settings. This type of material does not attach itself to the friction surfaces but nevertheless the slip and
stiction action is very varied and the slip poundage always drops after some miles.
If a damper is set to the lower end of the slip poundage tolerance the drop off in performance can be quite
drastic and enough to cause the timing gears to be audible at even idle speeds. Timing gear fretting, even if not audible will
occur at critical crankshaft speeds and this is evident on many stripped engines. It is because of the inadequate
performance of Tufnol type of materials that suppliers have pursued other materials. In more recent times “Lamp Wick”
material has been offered, although not by the company. This material tends to shred threads and if used with a drilled
damper, which is essential, the loose threads pick up on the oil pump intake strainer. It also does not appear to have been
passed through a rot proofing process by dipping in a solution of 1 % Sodium Di-Hydrogen Phosphate. The stick stiction
with this material is good but it suffers from the original troubles of cotton duck.
Today a variety of different materials are offered, some will have doubtful performance as the dampers have
still not been modified to cure other ills. In the writers opinion a number of these materials have promise providing the
alterations are made, these including adapting different slip poundage, drilling the dampers, bonding the friction washers
and most important rebuilding the damper and applying the correct technique to measuring the stiction and slip.
Friction Drum
This is the only component fixed or locked to the crankshaft; it is located on the crank by three woodruff keys
and has two friction faces. The original thickness of the friction face when new was 0.130 inch and after machining it must
still measure a minimum of 0.110 inch. The radius where the friction face meets the hub must be maintained to prevent the
disc shearing. The drum is retained on the crankshaft key ways by a special washer EB 3226, lock tab EB 3228 and a right
hand threaded serrated nut part number EB 3227.
Rear Drum
This component forms the main mass of the flywheel and also one of the friction faces. The depth of the
friction face was 0.425 (-3) inch originally, from the outer face, it must not exceed 0.450 inch after machining.
Timing Gears
The crankshaft gear is steel while the camshaft gear is alloy, this allows the camshaft drive to have a low
inertia and still retain a degree of quietness. The alloy camshaft gear compensates for the cylinder block expansion and the
design is intended to retain the gear centre line positions throughout the thermal range of the engine operation. The alloy
gear was originally part RE 9346 and this was fitted right into the start of the 4.9 ltr Silver Cloud engine range. It was
superseded by a stronger alloy gear part RE 22149 on the car engines, only so production could be standardised across the
car, commercial and military engines. The stronger gear was intended to prevent cracking around the outer rim which
occurred on B80 eight cylinder engines, in practice this cracking always occurred from time to time on these B80 engines on
particular duties, even when cast iron gears were used. The early RE 9346 gear will suffice on all car engines and at any
time when the RE 22149 gear is used on a Bentley R type or MkVI engine with the pre-Silver Cloud timing case it is
imperative that the alloy gear is checked to ensure it does not foul the timing case.
These gears are supplied by low-pressure unfiltered oil on car engines even when a full flow oil filter is fitted. A
worn or faulty damper is at best likely to have left a build up of debris between the gear teeth, this debris when subject to
the working tooth pressures almost becomes part of the tooth. Any gear that is to be re-used should at least be brushed
across the teeth with a brass brush, which will remove the debris. Any engine that has suffered an unserviceable crankshaft
damper, particularly if the main crankshaft bearings are worn is liable to have irregular wear on the teeth of the alloy gear.
Although it was intended that these gears were to be renewed in pairs, providing the damper and crankshaft mains are in
good condition, it is feasible to renew the singular alloy gear. In all circumstances some gear noise may result for up to
2000 miles at idle speed after renewing any of the gears.
Once a damper has been operated in an unserviceable condition renewing the camshaft gear will nearly always
make the engine quieter. The holes in the camshaft gear and front face of the camshaft are equally spaced but the tooth
mesh is phased such that the alloy gear needs indexing round to match the camshaft holes when valve timing is completed.
It is wise to ensure that the camshaft thrust plate that is mounted behind the cam gear is not turned around in the
mistaken belief that this will even out wear. Turning the thrust plate or renewing it will push the camshaft rearwards so that
it mounts the wear ridge on each camshaft bearing, failure of the bearings is then a distinct possibility as the ridge breaks
away. If the thrust plate is to be turned it is best to consider renewing the camshaft bearings.
The camshaft gear needs checking for run-out by bolting it to the camshaft and taking a clock gauge reading
on the outer front face as the camshaft is turned. The run out should be expected to be around 0.001 inch. Both Crankshaft
and camshaft gears require assembling in their mated positions and the tooth backlash checking at several points. This
backlash measurement of 0.002 to 0.004 inch is taken on the pinion at a measured radius of 1.68 inch from the crankshaft
centre.
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Main Damper Tools
Special Collar used to extract the damper from the crankshaft
The special extractors used for removing these dampers are quite rare. In the absence of an extractor use can be
made of the starter dog nut, providing provision is made to utilise a spacer inside the nose of the crankshaft. Within the
crankshaft nose is the specially shaped head of a long through bolt that at its opposite end retains the bell shaped oil
blanking plate in the front main bearing. Refer to Fig 6 and note the head of the bolt recessed in the top of the crankshaft
nose. It is necessary to exert a thrust on the inside core of the crankshaft nose but without placing any load on the
specially shaped bolt head. If this bolt head is disturbed there is a serious risk of the oil blanking plate coming loose in
service and rectification would involve a strip down of the timing case, a problem to be avoided.
The solution is to make a small mild steel collar with an O.D of 1.24 inch an I.D of 0.925 inch and 0.3125 inch long.
This collar can be inserted in the nose of the crankshaft once the serrated damper retaining nut has been removed the hub
refitted and the starter dog screwed in again and tightened to withdraw the damper from the taper. A little heat applied to
the inside of the damper hub before screwing in the starter dog will aid extraction.
Serrated Nut Tool

The usual way that one sees these tools constructed is by hand filing or grinding castellations onto the end of a
known diameter size of tube. This type of construction leads to a weak tool, which is also inaccurate. The type of tool
shown in Fig 13 and Fig 14 is strong, robust and importantly very accurate, meaning it will not damage the fixtures that it is
meant to undo. Furthermore the tool can be constructed using the actual in situ serrated damper nut, as a pattern for the
tool.
The tool was made in the following way. The eight serrations of the EB 3227 nut are 0.312 inch wide. A length of
suitable 0.312 inch x 0.312 inch square key steel was obtained and eight lengths of 1.20 inches were cut off. It was
established that the base diameter of the serrations on the EB 3227 nut was 1.650 inch and a section of steel bar some 9.0
inch long was turned to this diameter. As the serrated nut that we wish to undo is positioned part way down from the
crankshaft nose, the tool must pass over the end of the crankshaft. In order to allow this positioning our 9.0 inch long bar
was counter bored at one end to a diameter of 1.425 inch for 2.0 inches deep and at the other end a hole needs drilling
through the bar at 90 deg to allow a tommy bar to be used as a lever.
At this point in construction the bar, which in effect forms a tube at one end, is placed over the crankshaft nose
end and up to the face of the serrated nut. Whilst holding the bar in this position the eight pieces of key steel are
positioned in the serrations of the nut and secured to the shank of the tool with a hose clip. The assembly is then
withdrawn and the eight individual pieces of key steel are tack welded to the tube. It will be noted that the steel fingers
must overhang the body of the tool by at least 0.750 inch to clear the crankshaft nose.
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Damper Poundage Lever Tool

An example of this tool is shown in Fig 15, in this instance it is shown with five locating holes which provide extra
angular positions, only three of which will be needed. In service it is permissible to drill a number of alternative holes to suit
the operator.
The crucial dimension being the 17.5 inches between the centre lines as shown. The lever needs to be used
together with a spring balance with a scale of at least 0 - 25 lbs. A couple of tubes threaded appropriately either BSF or
UNF according to the damper can be made to extend the crankshaft gear studs as shown in Fig 16. If required the holes in
the lever tool can be enlarged so that the lever can be slipped over the tubes, the tubes being threaded or having nuts
welded on one of their ends.
Although the damper poundage slippage rate is critical it is also just as important to obtain a situation whereby the
position of slip and stick positions are almost imperceptible. The positions are referred to as slip and stiction. A spring
gauge is important as the applied load needs not only checking with a pulling effort but also at one point needs tensioning
on the gauge while the damper is held steady. The method of damper loading was considered so important that during one
set of R-R Ferodo tests the weight was applied in stages by dripping water into a receptacle position at the end of a lever.
It should be obvious that the limited rotational movement available for testing and the requirements of feel make the use of
a torque wrench a none starter. It is vital that an absolute known load can be held, slackened off and re-applied smoothly
during poundage testing. The difference between an engine damper set in the correct way and one that has been rough set
with a torque wrench is turbine smoothness compared with roughness.
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Spring Balance

A spring balance of at least 0-25lbs or preferably 0-30 lbs is required to be used with the Lever tool. A simple
balance is shown in Fig 17. These gauges are simply spring operated and it is wise to make at least two checks of the
gauge against a known quantity and weight of water. Normally the gauges have an adjustment for calibration purposes.
Damper Mounting Mandrel

The crankshaft can be used as a mounting and setting jig for the damper, but the shaft is heavy and large to hang
in a vice. It is feasible to utilise the crank in its normal horizontal position, but it is rather awkward. The alternative is to use
a mandrel that can be mounted vertically in a bench vice and which in essence is a copy of the crankshaft front nose
damper mounting point. A simple mandrel is shown in Fig 18, in this case having only one locating key made from some
0.187 x 0.187 inch square section key steel. The single key is adequate as it only needs to prevent the friction drum from
rotating against a 25 lbs pull on the spring balance.
Note that the damper mounting tracks may be a different diameter to the standard measurements that are shown.
In that instance the mandrel will need to be sized accordingly, in short to replicate the actual crankshaft nose
measurements.
Crankshaft damage and associated problems
Anyone having read about crankshaft dampers cannot have failed to notice the references to broken or damaged
crankshafts, enough to put fear into the average enthusiast. You would be hard pressed to find a broken post war six
cylinder where the breakage was caused by a faulty damper, not impossible, but not common. It is not surprising that some
specialists have never experienced a broken post war crankshaft. The company themselves did not face such an experience
until November 1953.Over the years, the majority of owners have been conditioned into avoiding high engine speeds but
warnings regarding sudden throttling back from medium to high speeds, which have astounding consequences in
immediately reversing the stresses, are few and far between. There is no doubt in my mind that most of the crankshaft
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damage found today is the result of suddenly releasing the throttle and hence gas loads, allowing a wound up crankshaft to
immediately and uncontrollably unwind. This condition is exaggerated by the overrun driving inertia of the car, and not
helped if the engine is suffering maladies such as a misfire, when the gas loads will be erratic. Office based engineers
unfortunately tend to ignore or forget this practical aspect and base calculations purely on torsional vibrations.
Many Bentley owners will have experienced the slackening of carburettor banjo's and the resultant fuel leakage,
drivers of all models may have experienced loose sump and dynamo bolts, all a result of suspect crankshaft dampers. In
engine rebuild circumstances the enthusiast will notice the effect of undamped torsion vibrations after inspecting the timing
gears when the heavy wear on the alloy cam gear will be very evident. It goes without saying that the damper will be found
to be unserviceable. It is difficult for the average owner to differentiate between torsional vibration and an inherent
unbalanced shaft and neither problem helps the other. It is normal for the most crankshaft vibration to be felt around 2500
rpm but company engineers had identified particular unbalances during other RPM ranges.
In spite of beliefs to this day, the first engine crankshafts were not fully balanced until late in 1953, and even then
it is doubtful if this was done as a matter of course. Under the heading, crankshafts, in the Bentley S1 / R-R Silver Cloud
workshop manuals, the term dynamically balanced is used for the first time. Formerly, during the 4.5 ltr engine production,
the crankshafts were only generally statically balanced, and this term is used in the appropriate manuals. Only in December
1953 was the finalised dynamic balancing rig instructed for use, initially with all engines fitted with manual gearboxes
although the balancing of automatic gearbox dressed engines was also becoming a problem. The glitch here was ensuring
that the torus cover was filled with oil and the air was completely expelled.
It is imperative that these crankshafts should be checked for truth and straightened before regrinding. Any shaft
bow can only have a detrimental effect on the timing gears, which are dependant on running concentric with the centre line
of the crankshaft. Shaft bow will also cause the damper to 'wobble'. The crankshaft position is also affected by main
bearing wear and this situation is made worse on the earlier engines prior to the introduction of the 4.9 ltr. Upon
introduction of this last R-R six cylinder car engine the maximum main bearing clearance equalled the former minimum
clearance, a substantial tightening up of shaft float. Currently available main bearing shells show a tendency to result in
even wider clearances and it maybe sensible to regrind the crankshafts slightly undersize to regain the tighter limits. This
can be accomplished after checking the dimensions of new shells in a nipped down position in the main bearing caps.
A few known Crankshaft and Damper problems
In the post 1953 period it was known after tests that the then current 4.5 ltr shaft concertinaed at certain RPM and
that the end-to-end movement was not in phase. It was also found that the damper pressure plate could be proved to have
lifted off the friction surfaces at the normal poundage settings. Of course if the pressure plate lifts off, the friction washers
will be partially free to rotate and eventually could easily be envisaged to take up the rather square shape shown in Fig 11.
The very important fact that the pressure plate does actually lift off and the clamping load is temporarily removed
is taken into account during this description of rebuilding. The cotton duck washers were known to stick to the friction
surfaces and the damper sludged so bad they would become solid. Rigid Ferodo washers were tried together with slotted
dampers and some 94 late 4.5 ltr engines left the factory with these dampers. In fact a number of materials were tested.
The slots were an attempt to allow oil to centrifuge out of the damper so increasing oil flow across the friction surfaces in
the hope of flushing out sludge.
The London service centre is recorded as having radially drilled all pre-war Bentley dampers to achieve this aim and
also had rebuilt “hundreds of post war dampers”. They also increased the oil flow from the crankshaft to the friction faces
by grinding small flats adjacent to the crankshaft nose oil supply as shown at C and D in Fig 6. Although it was suggested
the friction surfaces may run dry with drilled dampers the writer found that not to be the case, as did the London service
station. On one of the writers tests using drilled dampers with Tufnol washers the oil suction was so great between the
faces that by gripping the edges of the Tufnol washer the heavy rear drum could be lifted from the bench. Using an analogy
no driver every experienced an oiled up clutch plate shedding itself of oil at any engine RPM and allowing the clutch to
continue oil free.
The company engineers reported finding sludge deposits in every chassis engine instance on the inner bores of
damper friction washers. Undoubtedly it was the presence of a film of sludge across the friction surfaces and the number of
friction faces in action, which caused a stable friction characteristic to elude them. Although it is not mentioned specifically
in the archives, these later damper tests were being conducted just after the major oil companies started to introduce ever
increasing oil additive packages from around June 1953. It could be that the constantly changing additive packages were
also another reason for erratic test results being recorded. It seems equally obvious in today's climate that if synthetic oils
are as good as we are to believe, and they are, then their use in one of these engines can do no other than alter the
damper slip off poundage.
Full flow oil filtration, together with possibly a modern screw on filter with a finer filter element, and frequent oil
and filter changes are definitely to be recommended. Modern oil has a high level of detergency and dispersant ability,
sludge deposits are removed and carried in the oil, only to be centrifuged with remarkable efficiency into the interior of the
damper. Even if the pressure plate did not move axially and ease pressure from the friction surfaces, sludge would
nevertheless find its way onto the surfaces. Wherever oil goes, sludge will follow. Once a film of sludge has been
established no material, whatever the wonderful make up, will retain its friction characteristic. A drilled damper and
frequent engine oil and filter changes seems to keep the friction faces and the damper very clean, admittedly at some loss
of viscous damping, which otherwise might be present with an undrilled damper.
One point I knew could be avoided was the eventual sludging of the damper. I came across my first drilled damper
in a post war engine in about 1962, whilst working with ex R-R engineers. They all insisted on drilling dampers across the
joint faces of the front and rear damper wheels. On every occasion that the dampers were dismantled for test, their
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cleanliness was remarkable. I should add that at that time all these vehicles were operated on MIL L 2104 C specification
oil, which was, by the standards of the day, very highly detergent oil and used in turbocharged heavy diesels. Condensation
is always present in these engines and eventually water will build up in the bottom of a damper, corroding the pressure
plate spoke ends away with remarkable efficiency.
This corrosive action takes place on each spoke as they come to rest near the lower position each time the engine
stops in a different position. Even if the spokes have not suffered the ultimate damage cause by axial vibration, the ravages
of corrosion will finish the job, unless some means of expelling the water is provided. In a seized damper the torque at
critical engine speeds will be excessive and even if the friction material has some resilience the pressure plate spokes are
unlikely to withstand the sudden torsional shock. A drilled damper will allow sludge and water to be expelled.
Two types of 'Bench' damper were used. These were identical except for the fact that all thread and studs on 4.9 ltr
Bentley S1 engine types were UNF threads and earlier Bentley R types were BSF. In addition the rear drum recess diameter
that allows the square heads of the six dampers through bolts to locate is slightly different. This allows the different sized
square bolt heads of UNF and BSF bolts to locate. Bolts must not be exchanged between the two damper types and due to
the vibrations the damper will experience, both square headed bolts and new lock tabs on the nuts must be used. Normal
hexagon headed bolts can come loose in this location.
Dampers can be exchanged as complete units between engines with 'Bench' dampers. As the crankshaft gear forms
part of the working damper and this gear and the camshaft mating gear are likely to be fitted together, take note of the
potential timing case foul when using a RE 22149 camshaft gear.
One of the last R-R Experimental Engine Reports was EER 1162 dated 30th November 1955. This report was raised
specifically to record the most recent history, at that time, and what steps may be taken in the future. (At that time every
Engineer was engaged on SCII V8 work). A few of these comments are listed below, as they appear on the report, and they
provide some insight into the minds of engineers at the time.
(a) A slotted damper with the present annular type of friction washer replaced by a number of friction pads of the
Ferodo type of material bonded onto either side of the friction drum surfaces. This would allow free oil circulation and avoid
the edge filtering action.
(b) Stronger pressure springs in conjunction with annular type washers in a slotted damper with oil channels in the
metal friction surfaces.
(c) Axial vibration stops and the wider spoked spring plate in all slotted dampers.(d) Alternative friction materials, in
particular a sintered metal which is actually being rig tested by Ferodo” It was felt that the different in poundage between
the static stiction and slipping was more important than the sheer poundage setting, in addition that a poundage up to 30
lbs at 17.5 inches was felt to be acceptable providing the static and slip poundage differentials were low. It was reinforced
that the poundage must not be below 14 lbs and in fact consideration was given to re-wording the workshop manual at one
point. This and previous reports provided some fuel towards my decision to modify and experiment with the dampers.
Much is made of the 14 lb friction damper load applied at 17.5 inch centres by enthusiasts who have plucked this
figure from the workshop manual. Of course, if the damper friction surface rotates by whatever small amount, then the preloaded radial spring drive must exert an opposite and equal reaction. The force of this reaction is ignored and yet it is
governed by springs, which have a tolerance of no less than 25 lbs for a total of four pairs of inner and outer springs. This
reaction is at a radius of 1.45 inches, compared with the friction washer reaction at 2.65 inch, nevertheless all these loads
add up and few re-builders check spring poundage's let alone match the opposing loads.
We have already established that no damper will handle 3rd order frequency in this case at 5000 rpm plus, but we
need to damp vibration at other engine speeds notably around 2500 rpm. The rebuild discussed in this article is aimed at
this lower speed target
General
This article suggests some improvements to enhance the life and operation of the post war 'Bench' damper, using
archive, some testing and practical knowledge. It is strongly believed that most of these modifications would be useful in
certain pre-war dampers, and I understand a number of cars have been modified along these lines with great success.
Damper Stripping
As these six cylinder engines are fitted in a number of cars, each differing in the front end make up, no attempt has
been made to describe the stripping and rebuilding procedure of parts necessary to gain access to the engine. The
following may prove helpful once engine access is obtained. Drain the oil and remove the engine oil sump. Remove the two
screws retaining the front pulley locking plate. Remove the locking plate. Hold the crankshaft from rotating by placing a
wooden block between the front crankshaft web and the crankcase. Do NOT block between any of the crankshaft balance
weights and the crankcase or against No.1 con rod. If the starting dog nut is really tight do NOT attempt to jam the
flywheel or block the crankshaft any further rearwards than the front web, otherwise there is a risk the crankshaft will be
twisted.
When the crankshaft is blocked, undo the starting dog, normal right hand thread. Remove the front pulley, which is
parallel keyed to the damper hub, tap gently with a hide mallet and the pulley will come off easily. Remove the bolts / nuts
holding the timing case, tap gently with a hide mallet if needed and remove the case. Mark the circumference of the front
and rear damper main sections to enable correct related positioning of both parts. Mark the relationship between the
damper outer section and the inner hub nose section. Bend back the four lock tabs on the nuts holding the damper front
flywheel to the inner hub nose.
Undo the four hub nose nuts and remove the inner hub. Part 4 on plate E7 parts manual. Tape around the hub to
hold the front pulley key safely, or remove the key. Bend back the lock tabs from the serrated damper retaining nut, fit the
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serrated spanner and undo the damper retaining serrated nut, normal right hand thread. Remove serrated nut, lock tab and
plain washer. Note the orientation of the plain washer it is tapered one side. Parts 5, 14 and 16 on plate E7 parts manual
Replace the front hub and fit and tighten the four nuts. Fit the special removal collar inside the front hub. Screw
the starter dog nut back into the hub. Tighten up the starter dog nut against the collar and the damper assembly will be
withdrawn off the three keys and taper holding it onto the crankshaft nose. When the damper assembly is removed from
the crankshaft, remove the starter dog, special collar and remove the four nuts again, remove front hub.

NOTE / WARNING:When the six outer damper bolts are undone the rear flywheel can drop off the assembly. Keep in mind when
carrying out the following. Bend back the six lock tabs from the nuts around the damper circumference. Part 15 on plate E7
parts manual Cramp the damper front and rear drums together. Undo the nuts and remove the bolts. Slowly release the
cramps. Remove the front flywheel section, together with the six fingered spring plate, Part 8, ensuring that the six main
springs, part 10, are recovered from between the spring plate and flywheel. Also ensure that any shimming washers
between the springs and flywheel spring recess holes are captured. Any washers will be in the bottom of the spring recess
holes in the front flywheel, part 17.Remove the front friction washer, rear drum, rear friction washer, and friction drum with
gear. The crankshaft gear, part 6 and the drum part 3, the latter having been keyed to the crankshaft, will be connected
together by the radial spring drive springs, parts 11& 12.Invert the crankshaft gear, with a cloth around the unit to capture
the springs, tap the end of the four studs on a bench and the springs will be extracted. If this method is not used the unit
can be mounted on the mandrel as described below.
Position the dummy crankshaft mandrel vertically in a vice. Position the crankshaft gear and damper drum over the
mandrel, engaging one of the mandrel keys with the drum. Place the special damper wrench over the studs of the
crankshaft gear and secure with nuts. Rotate the wrench and turn the assembly against the spring pressure, one way, so
compressing the spring drive springs. Hold in this position whilst an assistant removes the springs with the aid of two
screwdrivers. Rotate the wrench to different positions on the four studs and /or move the mandrel to obtain access to all
the drive springs.

WARNING:When the gear is loose it can drop out of the assembly and down the mandrel after the wrench is detached . Gears
dropped on a hard floor will be damaged

WARNING:When the gear is position on the mandrel be careful that its inner bush does NOT contact the end of the mandrel
keys or the bush will be damaged.
A suggested way of rebuilding a Bench type Crankshaft Damper
Correlation marks
These take the form of an '0' mark or '8' on certain parts that were individually factory matched for balance and
then assembled with the marks matching on the adjacent parts. The parts with these marks should be assembled in correct
relationship to each other. Very late R type damper parts may be found which have no correlation marks.
Alignment of the damper on the crankshaft nose.
Initially the front hub and crankshaft pinion must be bolted together making sure that the balancing mating marks
are aligned. This assembly should be positioned on the crankshaft nose bearing supports see Fig 6 positions A & B and a
check made by clock gauging that the assemble rotates exactly centrally on the crankshaft. For this check the crankshaft
needs supporting in at least three main bearings. Any positioning off centre can only result in gear noise and wear. If for
any reason the crankshaft is removed for grinding serious consideration needs giving to regrinding the crankshaft nose and
re-bushing the damper hub and crankshaft gear. Both these bushes must be line bored whilst the two parts are bolted
together. These parts do not rotate on the crankshaft nose but merely float on the bushes. The radial clearance between
the bushes and crankshaft is 0.0005 inch to 0.001 inch.
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Improving oil flow and drilling

At points C & D in Fig 6 a flat around 0.003 inch deep needs filing on the crankshaft to improve the oil flow to the
bushes and hence the friction surfaces. Note that not only is this oil supply restricted by a baffle plate inside the nose of the
crankshaft but also by the fit between the bushes and crankshaft bearing tracks. Fig 19 shows two alternatives for potential
drilling at points marked H, in the rear drum, or between the joint faces to allow oil, sludge and water to centrifuge. Fig 20
shows a drilled rear drum, there are six holes in this particular arrangement of around 0.125 inch diameter but three holes
across the main damper joint face of some 0.186 inch also suffice, and is the arrangement I prefer. Both increasing the oil
supply and drilling were modifications done by the R-R London service station. Improving oil flow across the damper friction
faces is discussed in the appropriate section.
Friction Material.
In this case, a friction material made by Texon International and known as Texon T488 / T411 some 0.064 inch
thick is used. It has been used in a few engine dampers of various R-R cars very successful, including my own R type. At
the time I was considering my last damper material change, fate intervened in the shape of Mr. Bill Vatter of the U.S.A. We
had been conducting discussions on damper materials and problems for some time. He agreed to arrange to purchase some
material Texon T 411 and provided me with some for testing.
After setting out to fault the material in every way almost known to man, but within the limits of my facilities, I
found one amazing attribute. I could not find any difference between the static and kinetic slip point when the material was
built into a damper. To determine the actual commencement of slipping it was necessary to engage a helper to apply the
poundage with the usual arm and spring balance and to look along the length of the arm like a rifle sight. Only then could
one detect the actual point of movement and even then, concentration was needed. For experimentation I tried raising and
lowering of the spring pressures by changing the pressure springs and shimming, and found that the static and kinetic
slipping loads equally acceptable. The manufacturer has now replaced T411 by T 488 for commercial purposes. I tested this
material immersed in oil, unleaded European petrol, tap water and neat antifreeze for a period of some months, seemingly
with no real effect. Initial growth in thickness from the test piece of 0.0638 inch was less than 0.002 inch, strangely for
some unknown reason the material returned to its normal thickness with 7 days even though still immersed.
The material does grow outwards and inwards about 0.062 to 0.100 inch after being compressed in a damper for
some 12 months, so did the original cotton duck washers. This is the reason the material is trimmed using a lathe once it
has been bonded to the drum.
Examination of the surfaces after running shows no undue wear taking place. There is a suspicion that the damper
operates better once the engine is hot but this may be down to hot and cold engine and transmission performance. A
running time of six almost continuous test hours at around 2250 rpm with a loaded car but at part throttle only shows
turbine like smoothness, higher rpm up to 2800 rpm only shows the same characteristic. The best and smoothest operating
speed with a 7.25:1 compression ratio and 3.08:1 rear axle is exactly at 2500 rpm.
One of the friction materials used in automatic transmission clutches should also suffice, as should a variety of
industrial wet clutch materials. Although emphasis is placed in many quarters upon the friction materials it is just as
important that improved modifications and methods are also used to achieve a good damper performance. Changing
friction material in isolation will not enable damper performance to be maintained over a long time period. It is almost
certain that many friction materials will respond once they are used together with some of the modifications suggested.
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Numbers of Friction Surfaces
Reference to Fig 19 will show that there are four friction surfaces in the damper namely W, X, Y and Z. This is a
major problem; nobody yet has managed to make four friction surfaces slip in unison with free floating friction washers.
Designers of twin plate clutches know well of this problem, even when their operating parts are positively driven. No
wonder so many friction washers fail at the starting post and even cotton duck has no chance in service conditions.
In the case of all friction discs in this damper two friction surfaces will tend to stick and two will try to slip. For
example faces Z and W may slip and Y and X might stick, a study of Fig 19 will show there are other variations. This will
cause setting up problems and it certainly causes operational troubles. It is one of the main reasons why dampers do not
work correctly. As no attempt is being made to damp out 3rd order frequency, maximum torque capacity is not required. It
therefore makes sense to force the situation onto only two friction surfaces, by bonding the washers to the friction drum.
This enables the setting up to be achieved more accurately and the damper to remain in a working condition over a long
life.
The owner studying this section may also realise why his engine damper does not provide the expected results,
although the damper seems to slip 'on the starting handle'. If he were to measure damper slipping torque against a stalled
flywheel he might have even more surprises!
Bonding

Although it is desirable to keep the total weight of parts rigidly attached to the front end of the crankshaft to a
minimum, the Texon 488 washers are extremely light and barely increase the friction drum weight. In practice bonding the
friction washers to a surface and modifying the washer surface to encourage oil flow across the face circumnavigates the
multi friction surface troubles. Fig 21 shows Texon 488 material bonded to the friction drum; in this case the radial grooves
have been pressed into the surface using a 0.125-inch rod. The holes around the material face were made to encourage oil
pooling and reduce the initial setting poundage to 23 lbs/ 25 lbs. Holes are punched out in the face of the material after
poundage tests have been carried out when the slip poundage is too high. Low slip poundage can be rectified by fitting
plain suitably sized washers under the pressure plate springs, care must be taken not to reach a position where the springs
are choc-a-bloc when the damper is bolted together.
Bonding to the friction drum is very cost effective as under normal circumstances both faces of this expensive item
will need re-facing and some are on the limit of not having sufficient metal to machine. The normally acid and corroded
cratered surface of an old unit is an advantage for bonding purposes but the drum needs lightly sandblasting to achieve a
fully keyed surface. Normal setting, not fast bond, Araldite epoxy bonding available from all DIY outlets is ideal for the
bonding.
The friction washers are initially hand cut to 4.00 inch I.D. and 6.690 inch O.D. Then using a 0.125-inch rod, eight
radial grooves are pressed into the outer surface of each washer as shown in Fig 21. For this purpose two flat steel plates
and a bench vice are adequate, taking care only to leave an impression in the disc surface and not cut the disc into two
pieces.
After the friction drum has been prepared by sandblasting the friction washers are bonded to each surface. It is preferable
to weight the surfaces to obtain a good bond, without distorting the friction faces. Once the epoxy is fully cured the friction
drum requires mounting in a lathe and the inner diameter turning cleanly to clear the drum inner radius by 0.100 inch and
the outer diameter of the drum by the same amount. These clearances are needed to provide room for the friction washers
to spread under load in service, a complication the company also found with cotton duck washers. This accurate trimming
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does however maintain balance and accurately centred friction surfaces. Fig 21 shows the position before lathe trimming
has taken place.
At this point soak the assembly in engine oil for 24 hours so the friction washers absorb oil.
Rebuilding
At this point the front hub and crankshaft gear will have been checked for concentricity with the crankshaft. The
gear teeth on the crankshaft and camshaft gear have been checked for correct backlash. Friction material will have been
bonded to both sides of the friction drum after radial oil slots have been impressed into the surface. The friction surface on
the rear drum will have been checked or refaced within the specification and the pressure plate surface and fingers will be
in good condition.
New springs will be available and they will have been opposed or mirror matched and tagged in pairs ready for
assembly. It is a sensible precaution to have checked the spring poundage, compressing each onto an accurate set of
kitchen scales under a press drill is one way of achieving the measurement.
The damper can either be reassembled using either a mandrel to replicate the front end of the crankshaft, or by
holding the crankshaft itself held in a vice. For simplicity it is presumed that a mandrel is being used during this rebuild.
Bolting up the damper parts
Grip the mandrel in a vice and position the crankshaft gear and then the rear damper wheel on the mandrel.
Liberally oil the friction surfaces and position the friction drum with the bonded friction washers on the mandrel taper,
engaging the key(s). Note that the radial drive springs are NOT to be fitted for the purpose of checking the damper slip
poundage.
Place the pressure plate assembly on the front friction washer and position the six damper springs on the spigots,
taking note to fit pre-marked springs of equal strengths opposite each other. Fit the front damper wheel over the springs
and lift the rear damper wheel and crankshaft pinion up to meet the front damper wheel, after the correlation marks have
been lined up. It may be found preferable to just engage two nuts on the crankshaft pinion studs to prevent the pinion
dropping down, but on no account tighten any nuts in a effort to draw the parts together, but rather obtain assistance to
hold the pinion in position.
Using six suitable long studs approximately 3 inches long position them through the vacant holes in the outer ring
of the front damper wheel, pressure plate and rear drum outer holes. These studs are only to be used as dowels to line up
all the components, they are not intended to be tightened or used to draw the assembly together. Once the six dowel studs
have been engaged use clamps to draw the assembly together, note it was never intended that this damper be drawn
together at any stage using the outer six bolts. This method of assembly is important and allows the pressure plate, which
is a disc spring, to slide freely outwards as the assembly is compressed. If the outer rim bolts are used for compressing the
parts the pressure plate outer rim that is clamped between the rear drum and front damper wheel is likely to be trapped in
a stressed position and may even distort. Once the assembly has been clamped together the dowel bolts will need
removing and replacing with the normal bolts, which must be tightened and the clamps removed. This procedure must be
reversed when the damper is stripped or dissembled and must be repeated during any rebuilding.
Fit the front hub to the crankshaft pinion studs and attach the poundage checking lever to the pinion studs. Fit nuts
to any stud not engaged by the lever and tighten all the nuts evenly. This situation is shown in Fig 16.
Checking slip poundage
The friction washer faces will need ironing or bedding by moving the lever back and forth over the full travel
between the dogs for approx 30 minutes. At intervals, the damper must be dismantled using a reverse method of the build
and the surfaces of the friction washers re-oiled with engine oil. The damper must be rebuilt again using the correct and full
technique on each occasion.
Do not attempt to use a torque wrench of any type to check the slipping poundage because the limited movement
between the dogs stops inhibits a true reading and the necessary finesse is not achievable. It is important to be able to feel
or see the point of slip very finely.
Attach the spring balance to the poundage lever at 17.5 inches from the centre of the mandrel. Tension the spring
balance steadily and note the poundage reading at the point of slipping. The aim is to obtain a reading of 23 lbs to 25 lbs,
which will eventually increase when the engine has been operated for some 2000 miles. Check the slip poundage in the
opposite direction, the readings should be almost identical in either direction.
Next, rotate or attempt to rotate the damper against the direction of spring balance pull. HOLD the damper and
apply the required setting poundage of 23lbs to 25 lbs and hold the balance steady at this reading. Slowly release the
damper and check that it just revolves. Carry out this important check in the opposite direction. The break away torque
figure maybe higher than that required to maintain a slow steady slip, at least initially. Ignore the high initial value when
testing providing it is less than 30 lbs.
A poundage test lower than 23lb indicates that thin packing washers are needed between each damper spring and
the front wheel. These washers were originally 0.020 in thick and were supplied under part number K.8808/Z. A maximum
of four washers is permitted under each spring and where a greater number than this is indicated a careful check of the
damper springs and friction surfaces should be carried out to determine which part or parts are below the required
standard. Provided the tolerance allows and the friction surfaces have been ground to recover the faces, extra washers can
occasionally be used, care must be taken not to choc-a- bloc the springs.
If the poundage test is higher than 25 lbs the surface of the friction washers can be reduced and oil reservoirs
created by gently punching small holes between 0.187 inch and 0.250 inch diameter in the friction face of the material.
These holes can be clearly seen in Fig 21. Note that when a hole is punched in the friction surface the effect is two fold, not
only is the friction surface reduced, but an oil pool is introduced at that point. The radial position of these holes in relation
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to the centre of the disks also has an effect on the poundage. Although these points need keeping in mind there is no need
to be overly cautious as long as the number of punched holes does not exceed four at any one time between testing for
poundage. Test the slipping poundage in each direction several times; a 23-25lb reading indicates that no further ironing is
necessary.
The slip action at least with Texon that has impressed
radial oil tracks in the friction surface, will be, and should be,
extremely smooth. Once the settings are satisfactory remove the
poundage checking lever and front hub, support the rear
damper wheel and crankshaft gear while dismantling, ensure the
correct sequence using clamps is used. Remove the front
damper wheel and the six pressure springs, care being taken not
to misplace the special washers (if used) and keep the springs in
opposing sets.
Install the radial driving springs between the pinion and
friction drum dogs. Making use of the mandrel, use the damper
lever to compress the drive springs in one direction whilst the
opposing springs are fitted, inserting the inner and outer radial
spring assemblies between alternate dogs. Attach the lever to
alternate pinion studs as necessary, to allow access to other
springs. A suitable screwdriver may also be used to compress
and position the springs. Take care not to distort the springs and
ensure they locate in their seats.
Once the radial drive springs have been fitted the
complete damper can be reassembled, including the front hub, using the clamping technique. Ensure that all the springs
are refitted in their previously opposed matched positions. Although the fixings need nipping up do not tab over any lock
tabs, as it is almost certain that the damper will need slackening off after, or during, the valve timing procedure. This
situation will most likely occur because the damper will move from its centred position to an off centre situation and it will
need to be re-centred to check final valve timing. A view from the underside rear on this 4.5 ltr engine shows the damper in
an offset position, Fig 22.
Slotted damper with Ferodo friction linings.
Although it is intended to outline the history of the slotted damper with Ferodo friction washers in a later article a
few images may illustrate a few points. Notice in these images that the damper is relatively clean considering its age and in
the early stages of its life it must have been operated with low detergent oils. It is also remarkable that each component
part is intact and the friction surfaces are in good shape.
Fig 23 to Fig 32 are self explanatory and show how a slotted or drilled damper with a rigid but porous friction
washer can survive the rigors of duty. Certainly the condition of this damper far exceeds the condition of any normal
damper fitted with cotton duck washers and this basic idea was the driving force behind the modifications previously
suggested. The particular images of this slotted damper were deliberately taken before any parts were cleaned to illustrate
its condition upon removal.
It was removed in Summer 2008 from a late Z series R type engine to which it was fitted when new and it was one
of 94 engines fitted with this slotted damper.
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Basic Conclusions
It appears to me that a successful material and durable damper, the two must go together, have eluded many
because they have not attempted to discover what happens inside one of these R-R dampers. Much is assumed wrongly
about its operation. When one is faced with a damper which actually wobbles, pressure plates lifting off, sludging, a
crankshaft winding and unwinding more than expected, friction faces sticking and a crankshaft nose which not only does
not take a circular path but concertinas, the situation gets complicated.
It is doubtful if it could be untangled by any damper tests conducted off the engine, or simple calculation let alone
running up to speed between straightforward spindles, R-R found out those facts many years ago and it is wasteful
repetition. Circular weave patterns in friction washers have even cause in depth discussion.
A damper can be made to react in off engine testing by driving through an angled hook joint but in the end on
engine testing under working conditions with less than new oil is a better test.
The writer has tried a number of different friction washers with various slip loads. On each occasion the damper
was drilled to encourage sludge centrifuging. This certainly worked as expected and on each occasion the damper could be
rebuilt, without cleaning if required, such was the cleanliness.
Tufnol friction washers tended to drop poundage to the extent that after 3000 miles the damper load had dropped
to 12 lbs and even at the workshop manual settings gear rattle could be detected. The material did not damper out
vibration during the 2500 rpm range. Even raising the poundage slip load to 18 lbs did not stop vibration but it did eliminate
low speed gear rattle. Witness marks in the metal faces formed by corrosion of the oil pocket surface holes in the material
show that the washers definitely rotate relative to the friction drum, pressure plate and rear drum. This rotation most likely
happens with all free fitting friction washers, including lamp wick and may be caused by the pressure plate lifting off the
washers. Lamp wick, the current equivalent of cotton duck does have the disadvantages of a non rigid material, it tends to
distort and sheds threads at the edges.
After a single 3000 mile one year test it had stuck on the rear drum and front face of the friction drum, leaving only
two faces slipping. Initially it appeared to handle vibrations in the mid engine range fairly well but showed indications of
erratic behaviour in temperatures below 12 C. Loose shredded threads centrifuged out of the damper drain drillings As a
drilled damper is necessary to prevent rusting out of the pressure plate fingers and centrifuging of sludge and oil, lamp wick
is not really compatible Although Texon semi rigid material performed extremely well, it is most probable that other friction
materials will produce equally good results.
This however is stated with the proviso that the slip poundage is set higher than normal, in the order of 25 lbs at
17.5 ins radius, and the damper is drilled or slotted. Given the fact that the four friction surfaces will not slip evenly it
seems a sensible modification to bond the friction washers. Any one of the four surfaces that tends to stick will attract dirt
and sludge to accumulate in any gap between the static faces. If at any time the stuck face is forced to slip a wedge action
will occur between the friction medium and sludge and this can only unbalance an already sick damper.
After years of operation the images presented here from a working slotted damper show quite clearly that slotted
or drilled dampers should be considered and prove beyond doubt that the parts can be kept working and intact. The archive
shows that the pressure plates were proven to lift off the friction surfaces during operation of the damper, and they cannot
lift off squarely. Raising the slip poundage as the company found does combat that situation in the normal working engine
RPM range. It is a fact that had development continued a bonded friction washer arrangement would have been tested.
Had they been blessed with modern oils to accompany all the modifications the final outcome in my experience would have
provided a very smooth engine with a durable damper arrangement.
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Credits
Fig 1. Parts Manual.
Fig 16. Workshop Manual.
Fig 20. I am indebted to James Pate, Las Vegas, U.S.A for this image, who used this method in conjunction with Tufnol
friction washers, after our discussions on the subject of drilling dampers.
Fig 21. I am indebted to Danny Larsen from Adelaide, Australia for the photograph, which was taken during the crankshaft
damper overhaul of Bentley MKVI B20 JO belonging to Jim Bettison. Danny has successfully used the suggested methods
on a few R-R & B models.
A Couple Of Quick Corrections To Hydramatics.
Richard Treacy has corrected a couple of errors (the errors were mine; not Robert Harris’s) in Issue 19. Thanks Richard.

They all start off in first gear unless "2" is selected on the ones set up for second speed starting (Bentley B2ZY
onwards: I have modified B174UM for second speed starting as it is a GM transmission with the later goodies such as the
modified control box. I had to drill a hole and fit a control valve spring in the control box to implement the 2nd speed
start).
They shift 1-2 at 5mph on light throttle or 17 mph at full throttle on a Silver Cloud for example. The most
important test criterion is at half throttle, not funeral pace. Funeral pace will show a very badly adjusted throttle linkage
with thumps or slippage 2-3 depending on which way the linkage is out of adjustment. Full throttle tests are most
important to assess 4-3 and 3-2 down changes at speed. The throttle linkage adjustment needs to be juggled to provide
smooth up changes but retaining kickdown. One or the other is usually wrong thanks to the bush mechanics.
Hydramatics were never fitted to MkVI cars. They started with the first R-Type at Bentley B1RT and Silver Dawn
SKE2 as an option and standardised for the S-Series/SC, although some S Continentals have manual transmissions. The
early Hydramatic transmissions were fully built by GM, shipped finished in a box from the USA, and only the servo housing
extension was fitted at Crewe. Some export cars have the fully GM-Built transmission until B2WH in 1954. The GM built
transmissions are smoother as RR struggled with finishing their own!! EE stuffed around polishing the oilways which caused
the early RR Hydramatics to be dogs.
From late 1952, GM built transmissions have an alloy bellhousing, a revised hydraulic control box, the inertia ring
on the flywheel, and interconnected servo compensation pipes, all only introduced later on RR built transmissions at B2WH
when RR finally rolled over and accepted the GM specification unaltered. The Silver Shadows have Hydramatic for RHD only
until Chassis 4482 in 1968. These cars have a modified transmission with sprag clutches. The bands are only used when
intermediate and low ranges are selected. Chassis 4483 onward have the THM400 (3L80). All LHD Silver Shadows and
Bentley T-Series have the THM400. Even so, RR could not resist with fiddling with the THM400 with detrimental effects.
Mainly the modulator was fooled around with. From the SSII, i.e. SY chassis 30000, RR finally stopped fiddling with
the THM400 and fitted it to the cars straight from the shipping case from the USA. The THM400 was discontinued at SZ
chassis 36323 at the end of 1991 (there were no cars between 36323 and 44000). All cars from Chassis 44000 have the
four speed electronically controlled çl80E transmission, a THM 400/3L80 with electronic control and overdrive built in.
(Copies of the relevant pages from the Workshop Manual have been reproduced on the next page).

Please indulge me for a moment.
I was surprised to learn that many of my international readers were quite unaware that Crewe’d Jottings was ‘Made
in Australia’.
Crewe’d Jottings is an online publication that chronicles the activities of the Technical Self-Help Group wing of the
Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club of Australia (Victoria Branch). Our group is very fortunate in that the Victoria Branch supported
our group from the outset and incorporated it as a fully gazetted Club Event which meets generally on the 1st Sunday of
every second month.
To the very best of my very limited knowledge (and please correct me if I’m wrong), our Club is the only Branch in
the world that holds this type of event on a regular basis. This is a great pity. I believe that all Clubs world-wide should
support such events as it keeps their Owners informed about the general workings of their motorcars and ensures that their
charges don’t end up in the scrap heap.
As our Club supports us, may I ask that you support them by visiting their website from time to time (Our link is
shown below)? We are currently working on upgrading our Club Shop, so keep visiting us and you might find something
you like.
If you happen to be visiting Australia and you are considering a ‘whistle-stop’ visit to Melbourne, we would love you
to join us on either a normal Monthly Outing (3rd Sunday of every month) or one of our Self-Help Sessions.
You can email me on rhwort@bigpond.com to get details of our events at the time of your visit.
‘Til next time folks,
Happy and safe motoring

Robert Wort
Please visit the Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club of Australia (Victoria Branch) website for more of our local Club news.
www.rrocavictoria.org.au/
************************************************************
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